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On point
Two members of the ZenQuest fight team will be back on point
on March 12. The event is Kaged Kombat 25 held in Saratoga, New
York. The night will be filled with a full card of Mixed Martial Arts
bouts, and an exciting first for Team ZenQuest.
First, Matt “The Machine” Bienia will be fighting Andrew Lee
from Glens Falls, New York in the 155 pound division. Andrew is
looking to improve his record of 1-2. Matt has finished both of his
fights so far, and will be looking to push up his record to 3-0 with
another big win.
Next, Neil “Beast Mode” Von Flatern will be fighting in the comain event for the 170 pound Kaged Kombat amateur belt that
night. He will be fighting
Travis “The Terror”
Simpson of Vermont, who
is currently 6-1. Simpson is
a wrestler and brawler who
has specialized in “Groundand-Pound” strategies. Neil
has been very strong with
wrestling and Jiu-jitsu
strategies in his previous
four outings (including two
submissions and one TKO),
but has really kicked up his
striking game over recent
months. With this win Neil
will improve his record to 5
-0, and bring home Team
ZenQuest’s first amateur
Mixed Martial Arts title!
Tickets for this event
are available at ZenQuest
NOW! So, come out and
cheer these guys on as
they rock the MMA house
once again.
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Kids Prepare to Shine
Our 2016 Children’s Tournament is happening on Saturday, March 19! This is very different from
most martial arts tournaments in that the emphasis is on providing a fun way for the kids to learn and
show off their progress to friends and family. Students of ALL ages, abilities and experience levels
participate in a wide variety of events that will motivate them to plan, prepare, cooperate with others, and
even get a bit creative for some events.
This is a great lesson in healthy competition and sportsmanship for the kids, with events available for
every age and experience level! All divisions are formed based on
considerations of age, rank, and physical size. This results in students of
similar experience and maturity grouped together for each division,
creating the fairest and most enjoyable situation possible.
At this point our youth students should have received an information
and registration packet in the mail. Please indicate which events you
would like to participate in on the registration form and bring it with you
on your next visit to ZenQuest. Remember that pre-registration is
required by Monday, March 7th in order to create the best possible
divisions of participants. If you haven’t received, or have misplaced your
packet we have attached a printable version here.
The extravaganza will be held at the Pittsfield Boys & Girls Club at 16
Melville Street in Pittsfield. Morning events start at 10:00 AM, and will
include all Kata, Team Kata and demonstration events. Afternoon events
include all Kumite (sparring), and Jiu-jitsu divisions, and are scheduled
should begin at about 12:30 PM.
Remember, this is a tremendous learning experience for the kids. Each
event helps develop physical and mental skills in the martial arts...AND
valuable life skills! The experience gained in the tournament also typically
helps each student to advance in their abilities and, consequently, in their
ranking or belt system. So, be sure to submit your registration, and we’ll
see you there!!

Mental Grind
Keith Sansoucy went to war on February 21 at the Mohegan Sun Casino complex in Uncasville, Connecticut.
His kickboxing match was part of the 2016 “Battle of the Sun” Kickboxing and MMA event. Unfortunately, the bout
was marred by controversy caused by the promoter. But Keith endured some last minute changes and drama and
ground out a great performance in his first time in the ring.
In the weeks leading up to the event, the arrangement was to fight an opponent under amateur Muay Thai
kickboxing rules. The day before the match, at the weight-ins, we were informed that the original opponent had
broken his hand and that a replacement would step in. The original match was for a tall and thin opponent, and the
new opponent was shorter, stockier...and looked more seasoned. After discussing the situation, we accepted the
change as our primary goal was to get some striking experience under Keith's belt in preparation for his MMA debut
later this year. We talked about adjustments to the game plan and moved on.
The day of the event, about 45 minutes before the bout, the referee approached us and began to go over the
rules. We quickly noticed that he was describing something other than Muay Thai rules. After informing him that
we had agreed to that, he suggested that we touch base with the promoter...which we did. The promoter then told
us that we had a choice of either fighting under “American Kickboxing” rules (which does not allow leg kicks, knee
strikes, clinching, or throws) OR the fight would be cancelled.
Conveniently, the opponent’s gym specializes in American
Kickboxing...and the coach is buddies with the promoter. Considering
all of the wait, preparation, travel, and that about 25 people had come
out to see Keith fight...Keith decided to go ahead with the fight.
Despite all of the hijinks and not being able to use his full skillset,
he sucked it up and stepped into the ring like a warrior. Keith and his
opponent put on what was probably the fight of the night in a very
animated bout. Keith won the first round, probably lost a very close
second round, and seemed to edge out a win in a close third round.
To complete the shadiness of the promotion, the bout was given to
Keith’s opponent in “split-decision” (where one of the three judges
gave Keith the fight.)
In the end, Keith fought his heart out, rose to the occasion, and
got some amazing experience. We couldn't have asked for anything more out of one of our fighters. He worked
hard during his fight camp, did everything we asked of him and we're all very proud of him. Against these odds,
Keith showed up to fight and that's exactly what he did.
He left it all in the ring, and gave us one hell of a debut. Congrats to Keith and Team Z!
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Ena Parchment 3/3
Matthew Lenehan 3/7
Rob Lake 3/7
Kwame Yiadom 3/7
Stephanie Maschino 3/9
Timothy Somerville 3/11
Carlo Petrucci 3/12
Lena Mugridge Neilson 3/12
Kyren Hanson 3/14
Thane Adams 3/15
Fernanda Machado 3/17
Jayden Lewis 3/21
Dante Bartini 3/22
Marco Amantini 3/27
Jenner Kittle 3/30
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IMPORTANT DATES
March/ April
Sat., March 5 - NAGA Albany
Mon., March 7 - Tourney Registration Deadline!!
Sat., March 12 - Kaged Kombat Event, Neil fights
for Title!!; Matt fights at 155
Sun., March 13 - NO CLASSES 1:30-3:00 - Tourney Practice
Fri, March 18 - Tourney Set-Up
NO REGULAR PM CLASSES
Sat., March 19 - Youth Tournament
NO REGULAR CLASSES
Sun., March 27 - NO CLASSES
Monday, April 18 - Patriots’ Day
NO CLASSES

RECENT PROMOTIONS
CRANES:
1 Red - Owen Joseph
TIGERS:
9kyu Dante Bartini,
Catherine Hennessey,
Johnny Dragonetti
YOUTH JIU-JITSU:
1 stripe white - Sawyer Cornwell-L’Hote
UECHI:
9kyu Caylah Whitehead
MUAY THAI:
Blue Prajiad Robert Haywood,
Matt Moreau,
Stephen Taglieri
White Prajiad w/1 stripe - Taryn Martin

“Study strategy over the years and achieve the spirit
of the warrior. Today is victory over yourself of
yesterday; tomorrow is your victory over lesser
men.” ~ Master Samurai Miyamoto Musashi

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!
YOUTH:
William Mairo, Sophia Cahillane, Ryan Murray, Hayden
Schneid, Tristan Schneid

ADULTS:
Zac Zoidis
WELCOME BACK:
Fernanda Machado, Jeremy Nicholson, Aaron Nicholson,
Bill Julien, JC Morgan

BWSF Scholarship Deadline
Any current ZenQuest student who is
a high school senior with plans to
attend college in the fall, is
eligible to apply for the Bill
Wright Scholarship Fund (BWSF)
college award.
Applications are available at the
dojo. There is a bin to the right
of the cubbies where potential
recipients can pick up an
application to submit for
consideration.
The deadline to apply is APRIL 1st.
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Team Grows in Albany
Several students recently made their grappling debuts, or
returned after layoffs at the North American Grappling
Association championships in Albany, New York. Eight
competitors stepped on the mat including Matt Anish, Karyn
Bienia, Norm Soule, Chris Kupernik, Sylvia Alarcon, Brennon
Stockton, Travis Ruscio and Ryk Byers. All of them fought
like warriors in their respective divisions. All showed great
stand-up grappling, positioning, submission set-ups, and
counters.
The following were able to bring home medals in their
respective divisions: Karyn Bienia for 3rd place in Gi and NoGi, Norm Soule for 2nd place in No-Gi, Chris Kupernik for 2nd
place in Gi and 3rd in No-Gi, Sylvia Alarcon for 3rd place in Gi
and 2nd in No-Gi, and Brennon Stockton, 3rd in No-Gi.
Congratulations to everyone for fighting like champs, and
thanks to everyone who came to support the team, too!

Firearm Safety a Blast

Demian Updates

A nice group showed up for our first Firearm
Safety Course on Sunday, March 6th! Chief Michael
J. Wynn of the Pittsfield P.D. taught the course,
covering all of the requirements for certification
leading to Massachusetts firearm licensing. A total of
twenty-two participants were lead through instruction,
hands on familiarity, and “Q & A.” A required
written test was given at the end of the course.
There was no charge for ZenQuest students, but
several participants made donations for the ZenQuest
fight team . This resulted in over $300 in
donations...which will partly be used to purchase
equipment for the team.
Special thanks to Chief Wynn for a top notch
presentation, and thanks to everyone who
participated. Stay tuned for more information on the
next opportunity to take the course.

Demian Maia will be returning to the
octagon again on Saturday, May 14 in his pursuit
of a shot at the UFC Welterweight title.
ZenQuest’s Jiu-jitsu Guru will be facing Matt
Brown, a veteran fighter currently ranked 7th in
the welterweight division, while Maia is placed at
6th.
“The Immortal” Brown is known for his
striking, conditioning and tenacity with a record
of 22-13-0. Demian is, of course, dominant with
perhaps the best Jiu-jitsu in MMA, and is
currently 22-6-0. This looks to be a classic
“striker vs. grappler” match-up. A win for
Demian should give him a shot at the Welterweight title.
With a little luck Demian will visit ZenQuest
for another amazing clinic in early June. Stay
tuned for dates and details.
On a side note, Demian’s new website is
now up, and features a nice page on ZenQuest!
Check it
out
when
you
have a
chance.
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Patches, Uniforms, and Rashguards!
Custom ZENQUEST patches are now available to all students. These are high quality patches made with a cutting
edge technology called “dye-sublimation” which colors the fabric so that the design cannot be worn off. These new
patches can be applied to Karate uniforms, Jiu-jitsu uniforms, shorts or gear! Small patches are $9 and large are $14
each.
High-quality custom uniforms are also now available to both Karate and Jiu-jitsu students. Karate students can now
purchase white, heavy-weight, 10-ounce cotton uniforms with embroidery and patches. On the left front chest area is a
traditional embroidery for the Okinawa Karatedo Kyokai (shown below), on the back is a large ZENQUEST patch (right),
and on the right upper-sleeve is a small ZENQUEST patch (below.) These are $160.
The Jiu-jitsu uniforms are high-quality, comfortable fitting Hyperlight “On-The-Mat” brand Gis. The OTM Hyperlite Gi
is a 400 gram Pearl Weave competition Gi. It is made of the lightest competition legal fabric, and the top is one piece of
fabric which leaves no seams. This is also one of the most durable Gis on the market. They come with three custom
patches and have plenty of room for more! Students can choose between white or blue Gi colors. These are $160.
Also coming soon are custom ZenQuest RASHGUARDS! These are also high-quality athletic shirts that are idea for
training. They can be worn under a traditional Gi or with shorts. These are $65.
Sizing for Gis are as follows:
ADULT SIZES ~
5'2"-5'5" | 110-140
5'5"-5'9" | 140-170
5'9"-6'1" | 170-200
6'0"-6'4" | 200-250
6'0"-6'4" | 225-275
6'4"-6'6" | 275-300

|
|
|
|
|
|

A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6

Large patch

KIDS SIZES ~
K1 -5'0- 5'4" 125lbs
0 - 4'9-5'1" 95lbs
00 - 4'6-4'10" 75lbs
000 - 4'3-4'7" 55lbs
0000 - 4'4" <55lbs

Small patch

OKK patch

Shohei-Ryu Karate Ranking System
Jyukyu - White Belt
Kyukyu - Yellow Stripe
Hachikyu - Yellow Belt
Nanakyu - Blue Stripe
Rokkyu - Blue Belt
Gokyu - Green Stripe
Yonkyu - Green Belt
Sankyu - Brown Stripe
Nikyu - Brown Belt
Ikkyu - Black Stripe
Sempai - Brown/Black Belt
Jun Shodan - Black/White Belt
Shodan thru Godan - Black Belt
Renshi Rokudan - Black Belt w/1 gold stripe
Kyoshi Nanadan - Black Belt w/2 gold stripes
Kyoshi Hachidan - Black Belt w/3gold stripes

Hanshi Kyudan - Black Belt w/4 gold stripes
Hanshi Jyudan - Black Belt w/5 gold stripes
Note: Students must demonstrate progress in Form,
Strength and Spirit/ attitude for promotions. It is
considered bad form to inquire about the timing of a
students next test.

CRANES
1 Gold Star - 15 classes of appropriate behavior
2 Gold Stars - 35 classes of appropriate behavior
1 Red Star - 65 classes of appropriate behavior
2 Red Stars - 105 classes of appropriate behavior

ZenQuest Martial Arts Center
55 Pittsfield Road, Bldg # 10
Lenox, MA 01240

(Label)

Jiu-jitsu Ranking System
Adults
White Belt
Blue Belt
Purple Belt
Brown Belt
Black Belt

White/ Yellow Belt
Yellow Belt
White/ Orange Belt
Orange Belt
White/ Green Belt
Yellow/ Green Belt
Orange/ Green Belt
Green Belt

Note:
Each belt can have up to four stripes. Students must
demonstrate progress in Form, Strength and Spirit/
Note: Each belt can have up to four stripes. Upon
attitude for promotions. It is considered bad form to graduation into Adult ranks, youth students are
inquire about the timing of a students next test.
promoted to Blue Belt.

Youth (ages 15 and under)
White Belt

